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Internet‑based Cultural Enrichment in the Polish Language Classroom 
 

 
The intent of the Hurra!!! po polsku series is for students to experience Poland while learning the 
language through immersion. This presents a problem to educators of Polish in the United States. 
Numerous communicative exercises presuppose acquaintance of the culture while providing little 
in the way of input. We have found that students have difficulty relating to many of these 
exercises. This leaves the student, and sometimes the instructor, questioning the point of the 
exercise(s). Moreover, as the student progresses in the textbook, each cultural theme becomes 
more abstract and the instructor’s material realia and anecdotal input hardly suffice for the 
student. Consequently, we believe that bringing authentic cultural material to the classroom is 
necessary to fully realize the intention of not only the textbook, but of the methodological 
approach as well. Since moving the classroom to Poland is out of the question, we want to bring 
the country to the students. This is most feasibly done through the internet. 
 
    Our project incorporates internet resources to complement the instruction while challenging 
the students to apply linguistic and cultural knowledge in virtual “real world” activities in the 
target language. This project is inspired by the description of portfolio assignments for Russian 
in Garza (2013). It implements a host of broad Internet-based tasks, which complement the 
variety of Polish textbooks in use and provide the learner with more cultural input. Each chapter 
in both Hurra!!! po polsku I and Hurra!!! po polsku II is accompanied by at least one multi-skill 
task which will reinforce the cultural themes and grammar of that chapter. In the end students 
apply linguistic proficiency in relevant “real-world” contexts while gaining more cultural 
proficiency in the language-learning journey. 
 
 


